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Negotiating Humanitarianism and Politics:
Operation Omega’s Border-Breaching Missions

during the East Pakistan Crisis of 

F H

In the summer of  a group of eleven people in London formed
Operation Omega, a radical non-governmental organization, to
distribute relief in the civil war-stricken territory of East Pakistan.
Despite warnings, threats, and arrests,Omega continued to cross the
border into East Pakistan illegally to provide food and clothes. With
their actions Omega blurred an established distinction between
humanitarianism and politics, and sought to redefine the meaning
of humanitarian action.

The East Pakistan War of  set the stage for these events.1 It
was marked by massive human rights abuses and sparked a refugee
crisis that was among the gravest of the second half of the twentieth
century. In  the National Assembly elections in Pakistan left
little doubt that dissatisfaction with West Pakistan’s domination
of the country’s political landscape ran deep among Bengalis in
East Pakistan. The winner of the elections, the Bengali Awami
League, pushed for more autonomy for East Pakistan. Eventually,
however, political tensions between East and West Pakistan proved
too strong to be overcome by peaceful means. When West Pakistani
For helpful comments I would like to thank the editor, Angela Davies, Alexis
Demetriades, Jürgen Dinkel, Jan Eckel, Brian McNeil, and Thomas Zimmer.

1 For the following see Gary J. Bass, The Blood Telegram: Nixon, Kissinger, and a Forgotten
Genocide (New York, ); Srinath Raghavan, : A Global History of the Creation of
Bangladesh (Cambridge, ); Christian Gerlach, Extremely Violent Societies: Mass Violence
in the Twentieth-Century World (Cambridge, ), –; Rounaq Jahan, ‘Genocide
in Bangladesh’, in Samuel Totten, William S. Parsons, and Israel W. Charny (eds.),
Century of Genocide: Critical Essays and Eyewitness Accounts (New York, ), –;
Gil Loescher, The UNHCR and World Politics: A Perilous Path (Oxford, ); Hasan
Zaheer, The Separation of East Pakistan: The Rise and Rebellion of Bengali Muslim Nationalism
(Oxford, ); Richard Sisson and Leo E. Rose, War and Secession: Pakistan, India, and
the Creation of Bangladesh (Berkeley, ).



  

troops invaded the East and outlawed the Awami League in March
, East Pakistan declared its independence under the name of
Bangladesh. In December the Indian government responded to the
invasion and to the millions of people fleeing to India by intervening
onbehalf of East Pakistan. By the end of , about million people
had fled to India, about  million had become displaced in East
Pakistan, and between , and million people had been killed.
The reaction from the international community differed notably
from its response to the subcontinent’s  refugee crisis following
the partition of India and Pakistan. This time, by contrast, the
international community launched a comprehensive relief mission
for the refugees in India through international agencies such as the
United Nations organizations and NGOs such as Oxfam. As in the
case of the Nigerian Civil War, which had ended in the previous
year, the Western media covered the East Pakistan crisis extensively
and the British public was highly aware of the events. Thus, along
with the Nigerian Civil War, the East Pakistan crisis marked the
beginning of a new Western awareness of humanitarian crises in the
non-European world. Despite this growing international outrage
over the atrocities in East Pakistan, West Pakistan refused access to
humanitarian groups throughout .

This essay asks what motivated the non-governmental Operation
Omega to cross the East Pakistan border illegally, and, to be more
precise, what perceptions of the crisis motivated this group to act.
How did they legitimize their mission and how can this action
be interpreted? These questions refer to a more general problem.
In the late s and early s, the field of humanitarianism
underwent an important transformation as humanitarian workers
became increasingly reluctant to seek permission from governments
to distribute relief. In other words, this change could be described as
a questioning of sovereignty (of certain governments) on the basis of
universalistic norms and ideas. Institutionally, this change was most
prominently expressed in the creation of Médecins sans Frontières
(Doctors without Borders) in December . Omega, therefore,
may provide us with some insights, not because it is representative,
but because its radical activism highlights what drove people away
from established forms of humanitarian aid.



   

Who were They? Omega Members and the Founding of the Group

The idea of founding a group to deliver aid to East Pakistan can
be traced back to an appeal published in Peace News on  April
. Peace News had been one of the most important British forums
for peace activism since the s, was connected to the Quakers,
and strongly supported the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament in
the s and s. In the appeal, Roger Moody,2 a social worker
and activist engaged in campaigning for a broad range of issues
from community work with children to the protection of Native
Americans, called for (international) comrades in humanitarian
action: ‘The possibility is being explored by a small group of
Londoners of sailing relief supplies into East Bengal, regardless
of the consequences to the participants, who it is hoped would
comprise an international team. . . . Potential volunteers, physically
fit and not hampered by personal ties, are asked to write (not phone
please) to Roger Moody at Peace News as soon as possible.’3 Moody
would become the ‘main organiser’ of the group.4 Inspiration for the
idea came from a ‘Quaker Action Group’ which protested against
the American involvement in Vietnam by carrying medical supplies
to North Vietnam.5

The core group that came together consisted of eleven people:
three US citizens and eight Britons; four women and seven men.6

Most of themwere in their twenties. Only Christine Pratt, a -year-
old former secretary, Doreen Plambing, a -year-old nurse, and
Marcus Duran, a -year-old former soldier and policeman, were
over . None of them was a student while active for Omega. Ac-
cording to their own statements, some had left their jobs to engage
with Omega (Ben Crow, Christine Pratt, Bernhard Rivern). Like
their ages, the social backgrounds of the members differed. While
some appear to have started work immediately after secondary

2 For Moody’s activities see Roger Moody Collection, International Institute of
Social History, Amsterdam (IISH).

3 Peace News,  Apr. ; an appeal for donations had already appeared in June.
See the Guardian,  June .

4 Devi Prasad, War is a Crime against Humanity: The Story of the War Resisters’
International (London, ), .

5 Peace News,  Apr. ; for the ‘Quaker Action Group’ see e.g. the Washington
Post ,  July .

6 For the biographies of the members see Operation Omega Press Statement, 
Aug. , National Archives, Kew (NA)/FCO /.



  

school (as was the case with Marcus Duran), others went to uni-
versity or had lived as travellers without an occupation. Omega
emphasized the importance of the fact that its members had an
activist background (DanDue, Ellen Connett, Daniel Grotta, Roger
Moody); that they been to a Third World country (Daniel Grotta,
Doreen Plambing); and especially that they had been to India before
( Joyce Keniwell, Freer Spreckley). In general, the group was able to
present itself as having sincere aims and as being more than a group
of adventure-seekers. This positive image is reflected in a statement
by the Guardian:

The commitment and sincerity of the group cannot be challenged. Many of
the volunteers have given up their jobs and are living on their savings to help
the cause. . . . Tribute was paid by the big charities to the perseverance of the
Omega campaigners. Volunteer groups eager to help usually spring up after
any tragedy but few last as long as Omega have done, said one spokesman.7

This view is also supportedby the fact that someofOmega’smembers
remained in what was then Bangladesh until . The questions
remain, however: what motivated Omega to take so many risks, and
what ideas did it base its mission on?

Crisis Perception

To understand people’s actions, we need to understand their per-
ceptions of historical events. Especially in response to an event as
complex as a civil war in a very distant region, people have to create a
way of reducing the complexity of that event in order to understand
it. This reduction of complexity is determined by distinct historical
contexts. In addition, the way in which people perceive such a crisis
depends on available modes of interpretation and on existing crisis
narratives. These narratives andmodes of interpretation are needed
to discern who is responsible for the events: who is the perpetrator
and who is the victim? Narratives channel empathy, and can even
make empathy a possibility in the first place.8

Omega perceived the conflict as a dispute between two unequal
factionsmuchmore than, for example,The Times did in its coverage.9

7 Guardian,  Oct. .
8 See Fritz Breithaupt, Kulturen der Empathie (Frankfurt a.M., ); Judith Butler,

Frames of War: When is Life Grievable? (London, ).
9 The Times had already reported the violence on both sides of the conflict in



   

Omega presented the West Pakistani Army as the aggressor, whose
aim was to oppress and even annihilate the helpless Bengalis. In
an article published by Peace News in April , Omega member
Roger Moody wrote:

West Pakistan’s utterly brutal war against the people of East Bengal bears
the familiar hallmarks of naked power. Even while talks between a popularly
elected leader were being carried on with an army dictator, his troops were
on the sea. Seventy thousand of them landed in the space of a few hours and
within two days it seems . . . thousands of virtually unarmed civilians had
been shot, crushed alive, or burned to death.10

Moody describes the conflict as an unfair attack by a superior ag-
gressor; as a war between good and evil, and between democracy
and dictatorship. Moody and other Omega members adopted the
language of those they regarded as victims of the conflict and re-
ferred to what was officially still called East Pakistan as East Bengal
or Bangla Desh. For Moody, taking sides was a deliberate measure:
‘In the first week of the West Pakistan invasion I dropped the de-
scription “East Pakistan,” and now use “East Bengal” and “Bangla
Desh” interchangeably.’11 Omega presented the East Pakistan War
in a David-against-Goliath narrative, which reduced the complexity
of the situation and interpreted it in such a way that taking sides
became a choice between good and evil, legitimizing their support
of the group they viewed as the victim of the conflict.

For humanitarians, it is necessary to discern not only who needs
help, but also where the most pressing hardship lies. In a letter of
June , written to promote their activities and to raise funds,
Omega described the dire situation arising from the conflict:

The plight of the Bengali refugees in India has attracted world attention, and
quite rightly so. But the prospects for millions who remain inside East Bengal
(Bangla Desh) are, by several accounts, far worse. Virtually no outside relief
has reached the country since the Pakistan army invasion of  March. . . .
This means famine for five million. Even worse, the main summer harvest has

April. See e.g. ‘British Refugees from Chittagong Tell of Murder by Both Sides’, The
Times,  Apr. . The violence on both sides was also emphasized within the British
government. See Angela Debnath, ‘British Perceptions of the East Pakistan Crisis :
“hideous atrocities on both sides”?’, Journal of Genocide Research,  (), –.

10 Roger Moody, Peace News,  Apr. .
11 Roger Moody, Peace News,  Apr. . The Guardian described Omega as

‘passionately pro-Bangla Desh’ (Guardian,  Oct. ).



  

in all probability not been planted in most areas. This could mean famine for
up to  million—a hideous disaster.12

According to this account, the most pressing issues were the famine
inside East Pakistan (not the refugee crisis in India), the lack of public
awareness of it, and the problem of sending relief supplies to prevent
mass starvation. In order to create public awareness, Omega tried to
promote their perception of the crisis. Omega and Peace News made
telephone calls ‘to get theBBC to cover events rather than cover them
up. . . . The BBC has not kept in view the vital facts about Pakistan—
facts such as that the relief agencies are still waiting for the approval
of theWest Pakistan government before they will enter Bangla Desh,
or that there is famine impending inside Bangla Desh.’13

What is the origin of this crisis perception and is it possible to
explain the fact that the groupwas so confident about understanding
the situation, better even, in their minds, than the BBC? Just a year
before the East Pakistan War broke out, another civil war had
ended, which was believed by many to be similar in nature. From
June  to January  Nigeria experienced a brutal war between
the Nigerian Federal Government and the secessionist Republic of
Biafra. The war was characterized by mass starvation and broad
coverage of atrocities by the press inWestern Europe and the United
States. Pictures of starving children shocked the Western world.14

In themedia coverage of this crisis we can again find the topics and
themes that Omega used to characterize the East Pakistan War: the
David-and-Goliath narrative; and the problems relief agencies faced
in gaining access to victims and the starving. Several members of
Omega had been involved in Biafra committees, and Roger Moody
was already writing for Peace News at that time.15 In  Moody

12 Letter from Roger Moody and Ellen Connett ( June ), Operation Omega
Archives, IISH. 13 Peace News,  Aug. .

14 See Lasse Heerten, ‘“A” as in Auschwitz, “B” as in Biafra: The Nigerian Civil
War, Visual Narratives of Genocide, and the Fragmented Universalization of the
Holocaust’, in Heide Fehrenbach and Davide Rodogno (eds.), Humanitarian Photography:
A History (New York, ), –; Alex De Waal, Famine Crimes: Politics and the Disaster
Relief Industry in Africa (Bloomington, Ind., ); Axel Harneit-Sievers, ‘Nigeria:
Der Sezessionskrieg um Biafra. Keine Sieger, keine Besiegten: Eine afrikanische
Erfolgsgeschichte?’, in Rolf Hofmeier and Volker Matthies (eds.), Vergessene Kriege in
Afrika (Göttingen, ), –; John J. Stremlau, The International Politics of the
Nigerian Civil War – (Princeton, ); John De St Jorre, The Nigerian Civil War
(London, ); Suzanne Cronje, The World and Nigeria (London, ).

15 Roger Moody organized campaigns for Biafra; Daniel Grotta went to Biafra three
times during the war; and Ellen Connett was active in a Biafra group in New York:



   

wrote: ‘the Biafrans are being decimated now—by hunger. This is
the situation with which the humanitarian has to contend. Clearly
the minimum humanitarian demands must still be for complete free
passage of all independent relief into Biafran-held land.’16

Thus a perception of humanitarian crisis, gained during the Ni-
gerian Civil War, provided Operation Omega with a frame through
which to view the East Pakistan crisis. This Biafra frame reduced the
complexity of the very chaotic situation and the East Pakistan crisis
became comprehensible. The frame established a hierarchy of needs
and of victims: it stressed some problems and suppressed others. The
situation of the people in East Pakistan, therefore, was perceived as
‘far worse’ than that of the refugees, and famine was presented as the
most pressing problem. This perception became increasingly fragile
from late summer on.

Towards the end of , Omega was confronted with doubts as to
whether there ever was a famine in East Pakistan, and as to whether
or not the refugee issue was themost pressing problem.17 Against the
background of the Biafra frame, however, Omega conceptualized
the East Pakistan crisis in a particular way that still emphasized the
danger of food shortage. Within this understanding of the crisis,
Biafra was the symbol for what Western societies could under no
circumstances allow to happen again. Moody wrote in April :

[T]he dilemma for radical pacifists now is hardly different than it was in
—except that ‘Biafra’ had not occurred then, and now we have no excuse. Do we
merely fulminate against naked aggression, and leave the world’s diplomatists
to work out their own priorities on the basis of a vague, if widespread,
public concern? Or do we—in a manner of speaking—chance our arms, and
demand political decisions from the government which measure up to the
moral revulsion we feel?18

Thus, as Moody believed that he knew the outcome of the crisis, he
felt that he had both the responsibility and the legitimization to act.

Operation Omega Press Statement,  Aug. , NA/FCO /. Her husband Paul
Connett was Chairman of the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive. See Joseph
E. Thompson, American Policy and African Famine: The Nigeria–Biafra War, –
(New York, ), –; Brian McNeil, ‘“And starvation is the grim reaper”: The
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive and the Genocide Question during the
Nigerian Civil War, –’, Journal of Genocide Research,  (), –.

16 Peace News,  July .
17 See Joyce Kenniwell quoted by Eleanor Lane,  Nov. , NA/FCO /.
18 Peace News,  Apr. .



  

Legitimization

Members of Omega based their actions on a manifest distrust of
established methods of international crisis management and on
scepticism towards political leaders in general. On  July 
Omega announced in a press statement:

For despite the various conventions produced to protect groups and indivi-
dual human beings from oppression, tyranny and murder (Genocide Conven-
tion and Universal Declaration of Human Rights) which have been signed by
many governments, groups of humanbeings still suffer themost cruel oppression
without any official action being taken by International organisations or the on-
looking nations. For each set of victims a political barrier is erected. In polite dip-
lomatic language they are termedby the oppressor as their ‘internal problem’.19

This mistrust was based on the assumption not only that certain
governments could be a danger to their own citizens, but that go-
vernments in general had misplaced priorities, because, as Omega
members pointed out, the ‘events of recent years have demonstrated
that the trade union of nation states considers the right of human
beings as secondary to the rights of governments: they will allow any
government to do what it likes to people they claim to rule’.20

In addition to the general politicization of the younger generation
during the s, this mistrust in governments can be seen as a
legacy of the Nigerian Civil War. Especially in Britain, this war
provoked tension between the public and the government, which
had delivered weapons to the Nigerian Federal Government. Only
a few months after the end of the Nigerian Civil War, international
attention shifted to East Pakistan, where a cyclone hit the coast in
November . Estimated deaths from the natural disaster ranged
between , and ,. The cyclone sparked an enormous
response by the international community and many governments
sought to help.21 The British government offered bilateral assistance
throughBritish agencies suchasOxfam,WaronWant, andChristian
Aid. These charities were still operating in East Pakistan when
the war broke out. They tried, unsuccessfully, to broaden their

19 Operation Omega Press Statement,  July , NA/FCO /.
20 Operation Omega Press Statement,  July , Operation Omega Archives,

IISH.
21 See Peter Walker and Daniel Maxwell, Shaping the Humanitarian World (London,

).



   

mandate to use cyclone relief funds to help victims of the civil
war. Pakistan restricted the work of the agencies and claimed that
the war was an internal matter. Though the British government
pressed Pakistan several times to end the violence and allow relief
agencies into the country, it failed to communicate these attempts
to the British public.22 Throughout  the British media and
British charities put pressure on Pakistan to allow relief into East
Pakistan. Against this backdrop, Omega’s mistrust of governments
becomes understandable.Whereas the cyclone response showed that
governments had the capacity to distribute an enormous amount of
relief, Biafra showed that this capacity was bound to the willingness
of governments to act.

Thus through theanticipatedandperceivedmisconductof govern-
ments, and through the notion that knowledge entails responsibility,
Omega developed an urge to act based on rights which they claimed
to be universal:

OPERATION OMEGA is an extension of the philosophy of OMEGA—
which after all is embodied in one form or another in most of the great
world religions and human doctrines of the world . . . we do not come to
‘convert’ but only hope to re-affirm what is already present in the hearts of
men everywhere: that mankind is one.’23

Therefore, according to Omega ‘no boundary is legitimate which
attempts to separate those in pain from those who can help. Human
beings do not need permission to come to the aid of fellow human
beings threatenedwithdeathanddisease.’24Thisphilosophywasalso
the origin of Omega’s name, which was a reference to the French
theologian Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s evolutionary theory of the
‘Omega Point’, which the group interpreted as a movement towards
humanunity.Areligiousbelief can thusbe seenas the rootofOmega’s
mission. Omega was eager to demonstrate its religiousness not only
in its name, but also by launching its mission at St Martin-in-the-
Fields, a church inLondon.25 Its references to religion, however, bore

22 Debnath, ‘British Perceptions’, ; also Simon C. Smith, ‘Coming Down on the
Winning Side: Britain and the South Asia Crisis, ’, Contemporary British History, 
(), –.

23 Philosophy of Omega, Operation Omega Archives, IISH. In another text Omega
announced: ‘The basis of OPERATION OMEGA is an idea that has been alive since
the birth of civilization: namely that we all belong to a human family.’

24 Operation Omega Archives, IISH.
25 Operation Omega Press Statement,  June , Operation Omega Archives,

IISH.



  

the hallmarks of rebellion. The Roman Catholic Church criticized
many of Teilhard de Chardin’s views, but more importantly, Omega
decontextualized the Christian nature of Teilhard de Chardin’s
work and read it in a ‘New Age’ way.26 Omega used Teilhard de
Chardin as a reference for a holistic religious view of mankind. This
view provided the core values on which all of Omega’s claims of
legitimization were based.

Omega’s Aims and Actions

As we have seen, Omega drew a distinction between (all) go-
vernments (‘they’), whose interests were seen as maintaining their
sovereignty, and the people, whose interests should be represented
by the governments. Omega believed that nations should secure
‘people’s fundamental rights’ but if ‘these rights are fundamental
there must be people who will stand up for them’ when governments
fail to secure them.27 What follows from this interpretation is the
view that the government was not meeting people’s needs, and that
Omega saw itself as a necessary representative of the people.

ThusOmega’s primary aimwas political in nature: to stand up for
people deprived of their rights because nobody, especially not their
political leaders, seemed to be doing that. Omega’s political aim,
however, was consistent if not interchangeable with its humanitarian
aim: ‘OMEGA is humanitarian, is political, in the best sense of
those terms. It puts people first.’28 For this reason Omega blurred
the distinction between humanitarian and political, which most
of the ‘Humanitarian International’ still saw as the basis for their
action, because political neutrality was perceived as imperative in
order to gain access to the victims of conflicts.29 In contrast, Omega
viewed this blurring as a precondition for helping the people in East
Pakistan:

WEDONOTRECOGNISE PAKISTAN’S AUTHORITYOVERBANGLA
DESH. Nor do we respect those governments that do. We are ordinary people,

26 For a ‘New Age’ interpretation of Teilhard de Chardin see e.g. Marilyn Ferguson,
The Aquarian Conspiracy: Personal and Social Transformation in the s (London, ).

27 Operation Omega Press Statement,  July , Operation Omega Archives,
IISH.

28 Operation Omega Archives, IISH.
29 See Michael Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism (Ithaca, NY,

); Walker and Maxwell, Shaping the Humanitarian World .



   

convinced that the world’s humanitarian aid to a despairing people must not
be used for its own political end by the Pakistan regime.30

Here again we find the distinction between governments and the
people’s needs: Omega denied Pakistan’s sovereignty over East
Pakistan because the government was not acting on behalf of its
people and the people of East Pakistan had not elected Pakistan’s
government.

Moreover, the distinction was blurred not only by words, but also
by actions. In July  the group began to carry out its mission. The
significance of Omega’s activity at that time must be seen within
the context of media representation of the conflict. While Pakistan’s
government banned all foreign journalists in March, it lifted the
ban in June as a gesture of goodwill.31 This turned out to be a
strategic failure on the part of the regime because as media attention
on the conflict increased, so did international political activism. In
Britain, a Sunday Times article on ‘genocide’ in East Pakistan, dated
 June, caused an especially heated public debate, to which the
Heath administration responded by making large donations to the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.32 On  July 
a group of four Omega members (‘Omega one’) left from St Martin-
in-the-Fields in London in a K- ambulance ‘sprayed white, with
large red cross signs set within a blue omega symbol on the sides and
back’. In its symbolism the group also reframed a humanitarian icon
that had increasingly become detached from its institutional origins,
and charged it with political meaning. The ambulance carried relief
supplies and was driven to Kuwait, where it was put on a ship to
Bombay. The other Omega members (‘Omega two’ and ‘Omega
three’) flew directly to India.33

On  August a team of Omega members crossed the border into
EastPakistan todistribute relief, includinghighproteinbiscuits, saris,
and medical supplies.34 Before their arrival, Omega members had
informed important members of the media, the Indian government,
theBritishandAmericanembassies, theMartialLawAdministration
inEast Pakistan, and thePakistan government about their intentions.

30 Peace News,  June . 31 Debnath, ‘British Perceptions’, .
32 Ibid. –.
33 Operation Omega Press Statement,  June , Operation Omega Archives,

IISH; Hampstead and Highgate Express,  July .
34 Operation Omega Press Statement,  Aug. , Operation Omega Archives,

IISH.



  

The Pakistani army stopped the activists close to the East Pakistan
border, where Omega then began a sit-in. They were subsequently
arrested and returned to India the following day. Although the
Pakistani army warned them that they would be tried the next time
they attempted to cross the border illegally,Omegamembers assured
the Pakistani army that they would return. True to their word, two
teams crossed the border into East Pakistan on  September. The
first team carried ‘token relief supplies’ because their aim was ‘to
defy the authority of Pakistan over Bangla Desh’ with the goal of
being arrested in order to demonstrate that ‘Pakistan has no moral
authority to apprehend or to try them’.35 The second team, which
did not announce its intentions in advance, crossed the border and
distributed relief. Both aims were accomplished. The second team,
according to its own statements, was able to distribute ‘food for
 people’ without army interference. The first team was arrested
and put in jail to await trial.36 At the same time, the remaining
Omega team continued its relief missions. After British and US
ambassadors had intervened, Pakistan released the arrested team
on  September.37 Omega carried on with their missions despite
the fact that two members were again arrested and sentenced to two
years in prison. Some members of Omega continued to distribute
relief until  in what by then had become Bangladesh.38

In its operations in East Pakistan, Omega combined ‘traditional’
humanitarian relief missions with politicized symbolic attacks on
the East Pakistan border. For Omega, the border became a physi-
cal manifestation of Pakistani authority and sovereignty over East
Pakistan, which could be attacked. Omega’s missions had two simul-
taneous aims: first, to disburse relief to the people of East Pakistan;
and second, to direct their action towards outside governments and
the public of the Western world. Thus humanitarian relief missions
themselves became a means of political communication. The dif-
ficulty of distributing relief could be demonstrated to the world by
deliberately gettingarrested for attempting to supply relief tohelpless
people. The group also saw this relief mission in a wider context, not
limited to the East Pakistan crisis: ‘Their hope is . . . to establish a hu-
man precedentwhichwill be followed not only in India andPakistan,

35 Operation Omega Press Statement,  Sept. , ibid.
36 Operation Omega Press Statement,  Sept. , ibid.
37 Telegram from Britten (Dacca) to British Mission in Islamabad,  Oct. ,

NA/FCO /. 38 Operation Omega Archives, IISH.



   

but in similar conflict situations throughout theworld.’39Because the
media became the channel through which to reach an audience, the
missions had to be presented as spectacular operations that were
full of risk, and Omega members consistently stressed the dangers
involved in their missions. For example, in a press statement issued
before the first mission on  August, Omega said that its members
‘will be completely unarmed and are prepared to face the risk of ar-
rest or death’.40 And in another press statement Omega said: ‘To be
truly human in today’s world involves taking risks.’41 The emphasis
on risk, however, can also be interpreted as adventurism, which
presumably reinforced Omega’s appeal. The membership form for
Omega referred to the mission’s danger in its first paragraph: ‘I
volunteer for Operation Omega knowing that I risk serious injury,
arrest, or death and that even in the best of circumstances, I will be
working under difficult and potentially dangerous conditions.’42

Furthermore, the press provided an arena in which Omega was
able to redefine humanitarianism. Independent Television News
(ITN) even filmed the team crossing the border.43 While the British
government did all it could to delegitimize Omega’s view of huma-
nitarianism and tried to make it clear that the group’s actions were
not only meaningless in terms of relief, but were making it ‘more
difficult for the more responsible and recognised charities to operate
effectively in East Pakistan’,44 the media presented Omega as a legi-
timate humanitarian relief agency and condemned the government
of Pakistan for the ‘monstrous punishment’.45

Only after it became known in October that Omega had spent
only about  per cent of its funding on relief did the media begin
to report critically on the group.46 It is notable that its status as a

39 Operation Omega Press Statement,  Aug. , ibid.
40 Ibid.
41 Operation Omega Press Statement,  July , ibid.
42 Membership form, ibid.
43 See letter from Thorne to Baxter,  Sept. , NA/FCO/; see also the

news clips on the ITN website: ‘OMEGA’ Operation,  Aug.  〈http://www.
itnsource.com/shotlist//ITN////FS/?s=operation+omega&st=
&pn=〉 [accessed  Aug. ]; ‘OMEGA’: Two Members Jailed,  Oct. 
〈http://www.itnsource.com/shotlist//ITN////FS/?s=operation+
omega&st=&pn=〉 [accessed  Aug. ].

44 Letter from Anthony Royal (Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State) to David
Lane (MP),  Oct. , NA/FCO /.

45 Observer ,  Oct. .
46 See e.g. ‘Odd Case of Omega the “ per cent Charity”’, Sun,  Oct. ;

‘Where Charity Begins and Ends’, Guardian,  Oct. .



  

relief agency was not questioned on the basis of its illegal actions.47

The British government’s attacks on Omega were, in essence, at-
tempts to conserve the meaning of humanitarianism in the public
sphere. However, the symbolic battle between the government and
Omega over humanitarianism took place in the arena of the press,
which was highly sympathetic to Omega’s aims. Yet the relation-
ship between Omega and the British government was much more
complex. Although the members of Omega explicitly voiced their
contempt for governments, they felt tied at least to theBritish andUS
governments. Omega informed the BritishMission in India of every
step it took, where its members were, and what they were doing.
Especially after the arrests, Omega sought close contact with British
officials in South Asia. After the second Omega team was arrested
and Omega still claimed that their operations were continuing, the
staff of the British Missions became irritated as they believed that
Omega was wasting their already scarce resources. They considered
leaving Omega to its own devices because their ‘troubles were of
their ownmaking’.48 This proposal met with support in London, but
was rejected because it could be used by Omega as ‘an opportunity
to brand the Government as cold, heartless and unfeeling in their
attitude towards relief work’. Moreover, it underestimated ‘Omega’s
size and influence in certain quarters’, for Omega ‘are not simply a
small group of young activists looking for publicity but the “front line
troops” of a relatively large body of opinion in this country’.49 The
British authorities’ support for Omega, which was essential for their
actions, illustrates that political leaders were increasingly perceiving
humanitarianism as a source of political legitimization or potential
delegitimization.

Conclusion: High-Profile Small Group Action in the s

On the basis of a universalistic legitimization Omega found a way
to blur the distinction between humanitarian and political action.
The features that characterized Omega’s missions—very limited
humanitarian aid combined with spectacular and often illegal

47 The Sun, for instance, spoke of Omega as ‘relief workers’ ( Sept. ); the
Guardian also described it as a ‘London-based relief organisation’ ( Aug. ).

48 Telegram from Britten (Dacca) to FCO Calcutta,  Sept. , NA/FCO /.
49 Report from Thorne (South Asian Department FCO),  Sept. , NA/FCO

/.



   

operations seeking media attention—are also found in the actions
of several later humanitarian organizations, especially Médecins
sans Frontières. In these cases an eagerness for publicity was, again,
motivated not only by the need to attract funds, but also by the
will to communicate a particular political message. And this high-
profile action was not limited to humanitarian agencies. The year
 also saw the birth of Greenpeace, which was similarly eager for
publicity and originated in the peace movement. In the light of these
developments, the s can probably be seen as a decade of new
approaches to political participation, whichwere aimed especially at
gainingmedia attention in order to influence the political and public
agenda. In addition, the decade witnessed a redefinition of political
problems and concepts, and a promotion of solutions. Whereas up
till that time the public’s political participation had been limited
to elections and protest marches, the s marked the beginning
of high-profile small group action (from Greenpeace to terrorism).
Within the War Resisters’ International (WRI), which, along with
Peace News, provided an institutional structure for Omega, the idea
of such radical action was controversial. Like Peace News, the anti-
war organization WRI had a longer history of protest, starting
after the First World War. Among WRI leaders the notion of
sending relief had to be pushed through against proposals for more
traditional forms of protest, such as peace marches, or sending
teams of celebrities to Pakistan to persuade its government to lift
the blockade on relief supplies for East Pakistan.50

This new form of political action could also be seen as reflecting
the increasing importance of the media in the political sphere.
Like other groups, Omega originated in the social movements of
the s, but its members seem to have undergone an experience
of disillusionment caused by the disappointing outcomes of their
actions at that time. In performing illegal but non-violent actions,
they saw a way of propelling the peace movement forward in a
new direction. Thus, the social movements of the s raised
expectations that could not be fulfilled, motivating some members
to seek new approaches going beyond mass meetings in order to
mobilize the public.

50 Prasad, War is a Crime against Humanity, .




